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From: Thomas Hunger


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:37 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Thomas Hunger


Snohomish, WA 98296


 
Comment: Please use some common sense.  Country above party.


I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit 
individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:thunter2309@hotmail.com
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From: Arthur Leeper


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 10:38 AM


Dear Secretary Dove,


I write to support the grant of matching funds for online  
contribution resources like Act Blue.  It seems to me that the entire  
idea of public matching funds is in danger of falling by the wayside,  
which would be sad.  As we move forward in the electronic age, it  
will increasingly be the case that innovative methods will be  
employed to gather donations to campaigns.


I can only speak to my own experience with sites like that.  In the  
2004 election, although I live in California, I found myself making  
donations to candidates in Montana, Virginia, Connecticut and  
Florida.  To my mind that is a healthy trend, which is made easier  
when there are a variety of sites that feature and advocate for those  
candidates, often adding significantly to their own fund-raising  
efforts.  Two of the candidates I worked for and donated to went on  
to victory, and have distinguished themselves since their election.   
I think matching funds for the Presidential election fall into the  
same broad category:  anything which makes it easier for donors to  
participate in the political process should be supported.


Thanks for your consideration,


Arthur Leeper
Belvedere, CA



mailto:aleeper@earthlink.net
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From: David & Barbara Seibert


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:38 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
David & Barbara Seibert


Goodyear, AZ 85395


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit my individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online through ActBlue - to be 
matched under the Matching Fund Act. 


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing disincentives for presidential 
candidates to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and 
grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect 
new barriers to participation in matching funds. 


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards 2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the 
contribution from my personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The contribution page I used was 
exactly the same as the contribution page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same safeguards 
and disclaimers. 


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards for President web site are readily matchable. Why 
should my online contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much 
less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:seibert001@msn.com
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From: Joan Mason


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:39 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Joan Mason


San Marcos, CA 92069


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:jmason1689@aol.com
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From: Sean Tufariello


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:36 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Sean Tufariello


Attleboro, MA 02703


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:seantufariello@hotmail.com
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From: Joshua


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: I Use ActBlue for Personal Contributions
Date: 12/13/2007 10:36 AM


Dear Ms. Dove:
 
I have made numerous contributions to various candidates through 
ActBlue. I have contributed to the John Edwards campaign through 
Act Blue. 
 
Please do not penalize him because of this way to contribute to his 
campaign.  He should be able to get matching funds for my 
contribution. 
 
ActBlue’s system has made it easier to send contributions to the 
candidates I wanted to support – all at once with just a few clicks of a 
button (as opposed to going to numerous sites, a site at a time).
 
I used the service because I knew the candidate would receive my 
funds through this service.  Had I know this would have been an issue, 
I would have made my donation directly to the campaign.  I did it this 
way to show the various campaigns where the money was coming 
from.  In the case of using a site like ActBlue, a campaign understands 
the donations are coming from what is called the grassroots or what we 
like to call the ‘netroots’ community.  
 
It’s a way to distinguish ourselves from the regular donating 
community.
 
ActBlue is exactly the same as Paypal collecting payment for services 
rendered on behalf of a seller and then depositing the funds into the 
sellers account, which I do on a regular basis through my eBay 
business as I am unable to accept payments with a credit card.  
 
Finally, ActBlue's online system clearly distinguishes which 



mailto:joshua@thejoshuablog.com

mailto:mdove@fec.gov





contributions would help pay for ActBlue's expenses when offering 
this service.  A choice is given each of us as to whether or not a donor 
wants to “tip” (a percentage of the actual donation) to ActBlue or not.  
 
It is not part of the donation.
 
I pray your decision doesn’t cause any of the campaign donations I 
have made to any candidate, especially to John Edwards, to be 
disqualified from matching funds.
 
This is not what the law was meant to prevent.
 
Please take this into consideration when you make your decision.
 
Thank you.
 
Joshua Epstein
NYC 10011
The Joshua Blog
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From: Kathy Wosika


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:36 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Kathy Wosika


Fresno, CA 93705


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:kwosika32@comcast.net
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From: shallyc


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 10:30 AM


I write to encourage the FEC to approve Draft A for Opinion 2007-27 and 
reject Draft Opinion 2007-31. The country needs open avenues to address 
campaign financing and tracking is more easily done electronically now.


Thank you


Janis Boury



mailto:shallyc@comcast.net
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From: Craig Young


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:30 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Craig Young


Brooklyn, NY 11221


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission. Form should not take the 
place of substantively following the spirit of the law.


 
Thank you.


Sincerely,


Craig Young



mailto:craigedwardyoung@aol.com
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From: Alan  Cole


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 10:31 AM


Dear Secretary Dove,


I am writing urging you to reject draft opinion 2007-31 and adopt Draft A
for Opinion 2007-27.  ActBlue is simply a conduit for small money donors to
channel their contributions to their favorite candidates and as such should
qualify for matching funds.  They exert absolutely no political influence
over the candidates who receive the funds.


Thank you and best regards,


Alan Cole
Carbondale, CO
atcole@sopris.net



mailto:atcole@sopris.net

mailto:mdove@fec.gov






From: vankoten1@comcast.net


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-27
Date: 12/13/2007 10:34 AM


Dear Ms. Dove:
 
I am an active volunteer for Barack Obama, and my candidate would 
probably benefit from a ruling denying matching funds to John Edwards 
because of the intermediary role played by ActBlue.org in collecting many 
of his individual donations.  Nevertheless, I think it would be contrary to 
the clear spirit of the public financing laws to deny public funds to the 
Edwards campaign for that reason.
 
ActBlue.org has played a valuable role in encouraging and enabling small 
donations to many campaigns, and our political system would be greatly 
improved if such contributions were encouraged.  There is no reason, in 
the spirit of the public campaign financing laws, to deny matching 
contributions to a campaign simply because it has collected individual 
contributions through an intermediary organization such as ActBlue.org.
 
Sincerely,
 
Leland S. Van Koten



mailto:vankoten1@comcast.net
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From: Rebecca Gentry


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:46 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Rebecca Gentry


Albuquerque, NM 87108


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:hermajesty001@hotmail.com
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From: Christopher Roberts


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 10:46 AM


Hello,


I am writing to encourage the commission to approve Draft A for Opinion
2007-27. I have used ActBlue for all of my donations to political candidates
since I first became aware of ActBlue in 2005. When I contribute through
ActBlue, I consider the service it provides as a way to interact with the
candidate I donate to in a secure manner. I know that ActBlue, as a service,
provides a safe and secure manner for online transactions, a confidence I
may not have with a candidate's personal server. Thus, I consider gifts to
ActBlue a contribution to the candidate of my choice, not a contribution to
ActBlue.


Thank You,


Chris Roberts
19927 Sunnyside Dr
Seattle WA 98133
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From: Long Guy


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Act Blue is not a PAC
Date: 12/13/2007 10:48 AM


It worries me that the FEC could be about to designate Act Blue as a PAC. They do not operate as one. Act Blue does not 
determine which candidate receives funds. Contributors do. Act Blue essentially operates as a credit card processor, 
much like Pay Pal. No candidate is beholden to Act Blue, the same cannot be said for corporate PAC's. Act Blue in this 
way encourages greater individual participation in the electoral process, something any democracy needs in order to 
function properly. The FEC has shown, in the last few years, a sensitivity to and understanding of how the internet 
strengthens the power of "We the People." I hope that sensitivity and understanding is on display once again when the 
decision on Act Blue's status is made. 


Guy Edwin Long
703 Green End Avenue
Middletown, RI 02842


      ____________________________________________________________________________________
Be a better friend, newshound, and 
know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile.  Try it now.  http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ 
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From: Micah Sifry


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: comment on ActBlue advisory opinion
Date: 12/13/2007 10:54 AM


Dear Chair Dove:
I am writing to comment on the pending decision regarding ActBlue and
matching funds for the Edwards campaign. I am the editor of
techPresident.com, a nonpartisan awardwinning group blog on how the
candidates are using the web.
In my opinion, it would be a gross misreading of the law to deny
public matching funds to the small donations made to the Edwards
campaign simply because they flowed through ActBlue's site. Though
ActBlue is technically registered as a political committee, it
actually functions as something far more decentralized. It essential
enables thousands os small donors and active citizens to visibly pool
their donations, without needing to master the complicated and
expensive process for filing donation reports to the FEC. By providing
that vital service, ActBlue--and similar online platforms designed to
support Repubkican donors--is enhancing the democratic process and
very goals behind the public matching funds system. These sites should
be recognized as something new and worth encouraging.
Sincerely,
Micah Sifry
Editor
TechPresident.com


-- 
http://www.personaldemocracy.com
http://www.techpresident.com
http://micah.sifry.com
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From: jimdaidson


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 10:45 AM


Ms Dove:
 
As a lay person in the field of law, I would agree that I perhaps do not understand 
the nuances of the law. That being said, I have followed the discussion  on 
DailyKos.com, and other sites on the internet that ae germane to the decsion the 
FEC is ruling on today involving Draft AO 2997-31 and Draft AO 2007-27, Draft 
A, and I feel that I am fairly well informed of the isues involved.
 
I feel that it is definitely in the interest of the American people, and the political 
process that the commision reject Draft Opinion 2007-31, and approve Draft A 
for Opinion 2007-27.
 
With all due respect,                           James Davidson



mailto:jimdavidson@wavecable.com
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From: Christopher Stowe


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:46 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Christopher Stowe


Provo, UT 84606


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.
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From: James Shirk


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:45 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
James Shirk


Tampa, FL 33615


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:jeshirk@aol.com
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From: Nancy Williams


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:41 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Nancy Williams


Perrysburg, OH 43551


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.
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From: Patricia Brissette


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: please approve Draft A for Opinion 2007-27
Date: 12/13/2007 10:41 AM


  
I stronglly agree with this.  We need t encourage young people to participate in 
politics. This is one way. 
  
Over the past few years, this Commission has shown tremendous sensitivity to the 
ways in which technology has transformed the terrain for campaign finance 
regulation, and has consistently taken an approach which encourages innovative 
efforts to encourage grassroots political activity through the Internet.  For those 
efforts to continue, we urge the Commission to reject Draft Opinion 2007-31 and 
approve Draft A for Opinion 2007-27.   
  
Pat Brissette 
262 Ashmont Street 
boston, Ma 02124 
 


Get the power of Windows + Web with the new Windows Live. Get it now! 
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From: JEShirk@aol.com


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 10:43 AM


Dear Secretary Dove
 
Please approve the more liberal interpretation of the FEC regulation to allow 
matching funds for ActBlue contributions.  ActBlue is a convenient mechanism 
for transferring specific contributions to specific candidates.  It's a service that's 
useful to small contributors, and a good way for more people to become engaged 
in the electoral process.  Thank you.
 
James E. Shirk
Tampa, Florida
 
 
 


See AOL's top rated recipes and easy ways to stay in shape for winter.
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From: Bill Atkinson


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: individual donation through ActBlue
Date: 12/13/2007 10:43 AM


Add my voice to those who have used ActBlue as a
matter of convenience in order to make individual
donations to campaigns.  I could have made separate
donations to each separate campaign website, but this
would have been more time-consuming and onerous. 
Instead it is my understanding that the donation went
directly to the campaign, with ActBlue simply
providing a conduit to these campaigns.  In no way is
ActBlue behaving like a traditional PAC.


Every campaign to which I have contributed through
ActBlue has sent me a thank you letter identical to
ones I would receive when contributing directly to the
campaign, or even from responding to a solicitation. 
Note that my contributions through ActBlue were not
the result of solicitation, but that I actively sought
out the site.


Thank you,


Bill Atkinson


      ____________________________________________________________________________________
Never miss a thing.  Make Yahoo your home page. 
http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
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From: Brian Wasik


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:10 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Brian Wasik


Bloomington, IN 47403


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.
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From: Alexander Farmer


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:14 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Alexander Farmer


Los Altos, CA 94024


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.
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From: Rottenstein, Kerry L.


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 10:16 AM


Dear Secretary Dove,
 
I’ve been a supporter of Act Blue since its inception.  It serves only as a conduit to 
donate money to the candidate to whom I CHOOSE to donate.  I have not seen the 
organization exert any type of pressure or influence on the either the candidate or 
the donor.  For this reason (and others that I currently don’t have the time to 
enumerate) I urge the Commission to reject Draft Opinion 2007-31 and approve 
Draft A for Opinion 2007-27.  
 
Thank you 
Sincerely,
Kerry Rottenstein
Toledo, OH
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From: NT


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Request
Date: 12/13/2007 10:02 AM


Please allow John Edwards Act Blue contributions to count toward public 
financing.
 
Thank you -
Anne Frank
Jacksonville, FL
 
 
America works best when it works for ALL of us.  - John Edwards


Be a better friend, newshound, and know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it 
now.
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From: Chinarock@aol.com


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 10:05 AM


Dear Commission Secretary Dove
 
I appreciate your reviewing the FEC guidance on whether ActBlue donations 
should be part of the matching funds donation.
 
It is important to distinguish ActBlue's function as a kind of "political PayPal" from 
other forms of political contribution.  I for one have received hundreds of 
suggestions to donate to various political issues, but have made only a few 
contributions via ActBlue.  I use ActBlue for the simple reason that it is simple, is 
known to be credible and financially secure, and has integrity in allocating funds 
to the designated candidate.
 
This is not about John Edwards.  This is about allowing appropriate, already 
considered legal means for citizens to support democracy.
 
I urge you to consider the position set forth by counsel for the blogging site Daily 
Kos.
 
Thank you for your work
 
Constance McKee
Co-Executive Director, Americans for Cures Foundation
 
 
Constance McKee 
2995 Woodside Road 
Suite 400, PMB 309 
Woodside, CA 94062 
Cell 408.348.3191 
Landline 408.872.1094 
Fax 408.872.1116
 
 
 


See AOL's top rated recipes and easy ways to stay in shape for winter.



mailto:Chinarock@aol.com

mailto:mdove@fec.gov

http://food.aol.com/top-rated-recipes?NCID=aoltop00030000000004

http://body.aol.com/fitness/winter-exercise?NCID=aoltop00030000000003






From: Upshur Whittock


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:06 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Upshur Whittock


Springfield, VA 22150


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:zarzalzarzamora@yahoo.com
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From: Jason Rosenbaum


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:09 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Jason Rosenbaum


Washington, DC 20016


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:seminal@theseminal.com
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From: Thomas Zimoski


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Reject Draft Opinion 2007-31 and approve Draft A for Opinion 2007-27.
Date: 12/13/2007 09:21 AM


As others have said:


Over the past few years, this Commission has shown tremendous
sensitivity to the ways in which technology has transformed the
terrain for campaign finance regulation, and has consistently taken an
approach which encourages innovative efforts to encourage grassroots
political activity through the Internet.  For those efforts to
continue, we urge the Commission to reject Draft Opinion 2007-31 and
approve Draft A for Opinion 2007-27.


Tom Zimoski
718 E. Sierra Ave.
Fresno, CA 93710



mailto:tzimoski@gmail.com
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From: Sean Rueter


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 09:51 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Sean Rueter


Baltimore, MD 21231


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:s1rude@yahoo.com
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From: Michelle Gabriel


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: [Fwd: Act Blue]
Date: 12/13/2007 09:57 AM


----- Message from Michelle Gabriel <mwg@jmbaai.com> on Thu, 13 Dec 2007 06:51:56 -0800 ----- 
To: atmdove@fec.gov
Subject: Act Blue


Please do not use the literal interpretation of the law on matching 
funds from Act Blue.
The law needs to be updated to account for the technology changes.
The intent of the law needs to be upheld,not the letter of it.
Thanks
Michelle Gabriel
Oakland, CA



mailto:mwg@jmbaai.com

mailto:mdove@fec.gov






From: Harvey Ward


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:02 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Harvey Ward


Gainesville, FL 32605


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:hl.ward.jr@gmail.com
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From: midday-22686@mypacks.net


To: mdove@fec.gov


cc: midday-22686@mypacks.net


Subject: ActBlue
Date: 12/13/2007 10:26 AM


Dear Ms. Dove,


I am writing regarding the FEC's decision to disallow public funds matching for donations made through ActBlue.  I urge 
you to reconsider this decision and to allow public fund matching for those donations.  The donations through ActBlue 
go directly from the person making the donation to the campaign of the candidate and is not controlled in any way by 
ActBlue itself.  ActBlue essentially represents a new use of technology to involve small-money donors in the political 
process, rather than a "political action committee" in the traditional sense of the term.  In my opinion, the FEC 
should be encouraging use of ActBlue-like websites by viewing them as the equivalent of direct contributions to 
campaigns.  Please promote free political speech and participation by regular people in campaigns of all sizes rather 
than suppressing it.


Thank you,
Bart Wise
Belmont, Massachusetts



mailto:midday-22686@mypacks.net
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From: Brian Kaufman


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:27 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Brian Kaufman


Hartsdale, NY 10530


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:bkaufman@fas.harvard.edu

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: A Michael Froomkin


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:28 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
A Michael Froomkin


Coral Gables, FL 33124-8087


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As drafted AO 2007-31 is antithetical to the spirit of the enabling legislation, which was intended to make the playing 
field between large and small donors more level.  Cutting out a large number of small Internet-mediated donations by 
organizations such as Act Blue would be so at odds with the purpose of the campaign financing laws as to be arbitrary 
and capricious.



mailto:froomkin@law.miami.edu
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From: Board Directors


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Please Reject Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 10:28 AM


My name is Kurt Holzer 
I live in Boise Idaho at 3756 W Miners Farm Court 
 
I have reviewed the Draft 2007-31 and encourage the Commission to reject it 
because it does not further the aims of the campaign finance laws.   It instead 
sets up a barrier to small dollar participation in the process that should not be 
accepted by the Commission.  The draft is an example of getting stuck in 
literalism without looking at the real world implications.  This is because 
technology has advanced and there is NO DANGER of ActBlue or any similar 
organization becoming a conduit for above limit contributions.  The Commission 
better serves our democracy by supporting this type of innovative effort to 
facilitate participation in the political process. 
  
ActBlue asserts has NO contr! ol over the funds it aggregates and  no control 
over the recipients of its funds.  Tthe site’s only criteria is that the recipient be a 
Democrat.   It  reports contributors’ names, addresses, employers, and 
occupations to campaign, which in turn provide that information to the 
Commission as is legally required. 
 
There is no purpose within the campaign finance laws that would be served by 
treating ActBlue contributions as not-matchable under the law. 
 
I am an ActBlue donator to the Edwards campaign and other campaigns.  I also 
donate to Republicans.   I am also a contributor to the presidential fund check 
off on my taxes every year.  I expected my ActBlue donations to be matched 
because it is merely a fund conduit.  It is not a PAC in the sense of an industry 
or other organized political committee. 
 
ActBlue funds should be accepted as matched.   
 
Please reject the draft. 
 
Kurt Holzer 
 
 
 
The Lost River Cycling Board of Directors  
Andy Bopp, Rich Brown,  
Tyler Welshimer, Kurt Holzer,  
www.lostrivercycling.org 
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From: Christine Smith


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:23 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Christine Smith


Berkeley, CA 94704


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:christinesmith@berkeley.edu
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From: Audrey Godshall


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:23 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Audrey Godshall


Swannanoa, NC 28778


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:augergold@yahoo.com
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From: Mark Cutelli


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:26 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
 Mark Cutelli


St. Louis, MO 63109


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:Cutellimark@hotmail.com
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From: Sherry Walker


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:17 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Sherry Walker


Hazel Green, AL 35750


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:sherry_walker@mac.com
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From: Francine K. Guokas


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: ActBlue
Date: 12/13/2007 10:17 AM


ActBlue, to me, is no different than going to an online retailer and them
using a third party to handle my checkout online.  Just take a look at the
Yahoo stores.  Yahoo handles the financial transactions for many independent
online "stores."


I use ActBlue to donate to various candidates.  In addition, I leave a "tip"
for ActBlue to maintain the website that makes it easy for me to contribute
to an individual candidate or several candidates, which I have utilized each
method.


I like the convenience of not having to go to each candidate's website and
repeatedly type in my personal information and credit card information.  In
fact, I think it's even safer to just do it one time at ActBlue, rather than
leave open the possibility of many websites having my credit card
information.


I hope that you'll see ActBlue as nothing more than a checkout system.


Thank you.


Francine K. Guokas



mailto:fkguokas@comcast.net
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From: Denise Binion


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:20 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Denise Binion


Flemington, WV 26347


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


I believe that I should be allowed to make my contribution on-line via whatever medium/site I choose. Anything less 
than this prohibits my candidate from receiving matching funds to my donation. 


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


We should be progressing in the area of campaign finance, not makiing things worse.


 
Thank you.


Denise E. Binion



mailto:dbinion@gmail.com
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From: Kimberly Adolphson


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:21 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Kimberly Adolphson


Olalla, WA 98359


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:pkadolph1@wavecable.com
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From: Traci Kelly


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:23 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Traci Kelly


Tacoma, WA 98404


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:kelly_traci@hotmail.com
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From: Sean Wang


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:23 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Sean Wang


Los Angeles, CA 90024


 
Comment: I am writing about Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. When I first read about it, I was shocked, but not exactly 
surprised, by the hubris of the opinion.  ActBlue is obviously made up of INDIVIDUALS' contributions to a presidential 
candidate.  Why shouldn't they be eligible for matching funds?  Are Americans that contribute online via ActBlue 
somehow less American than those that do it via snail mail?


It's almost 2008.  Stop acting like you live in the pre-Internet age.  This advisory opinion was incredibly short-
sighted.


And given all the stuff in the news about the politicization of the federal government, as seen with Alberto Gonzales 
at the DOJ, I have to wonder if this ruling had anything to do with the fact that the candidate requesting it, John 
Edwards, is a Democrat.  Tell me why I should have any trust that your decision wasn't based on partisan political 
reasons.
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From: Jeff Saviano


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: My opinion: ActBlue candidates should be eligible for matching funds
Date: 12/13/2007 11:23 AM


Dear Federal Electoral Commission,


I do not see any sensible reason why a website such as ActBlue which 
simply channels my donations toward individual candidates might be at 
risk of barring those individual candidates from receiving federal 
matching funds for public financing of election.


Please consider this perspective in making any decisions you must make.


- Jeff Saviano
1456 Willow Lake Dr NE
Atlanta, GA  30329
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From: Tracy Johnson


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:27 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Tracy Johnson


Cincinnati, OH 45242


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:tkjohnson19@yahoo.com
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From: John Stephens


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 07:10 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
John Stephens


Orangeville, PA 17859


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:johnsr@framesmith.net
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From: Shelley Levine


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:22 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Shelley Levine


PACIFICA, CA 94044


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:sglevine@mindspring.com
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From: Umar Farooq


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:22 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Umar Farooq


Baltimore, MD 21211


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:ufarooq2@jhu.edu
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From: Ben Walsh


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: comment on ActBlue & FEC regulations
Date: 12/13/2007 11:22 AM


Hi Mary,


I just wanted to state my support for allowing contributions from  
ActBlue and other similar services to be matchable.  The spirit of  
the law is clearly intended to reduce the impact of large donors,  
corporations, PACs, etc. and that's exactly what ActBlue is about as  
well.  Disqualifying matching funds from small donors for no other  
reason than they were made through a website that operates in a  
particular way is very much pushing our electoral financing system in  
the wrong direction.


Thank you,
Ben Walsh
40 Hirams Crossing
Jericho, VT 05465
(802) 734-7680
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From: Jeremh Basham


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:23 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Jeremh Basham


Las Vegas, NV 89129


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate'❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.


Jeremy Basham



mailto:jbasham75@aol.com
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From: Matthew Fleischer


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:19 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Matthew Fleischer


Manchester, NH 03101


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:matt.fleischer@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Sarah Basham


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:18 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Sarah Basham


Las Vegas, NV 89129


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate'❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.


Sarah Basham
Las Vegas, NV



mailto:sarahcmlasvegas@aol.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Barbara Djimopoulos


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:19 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Barbara Djimopoulos


Oradell, NJ 07649


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? These are small donations given by individuals 
through their own decision  and effort.  The ActBlue interface merely provides a convenient way for people to make 
their donations to individual candidates.  Often a donation is split among many different federal elections.  I might 
donate to a presidential candidate, a Senate candidate, and a House representative candidate.  The convenience of 
ActBlue is that I can make my donation in one place rather than three.  Why should my donation not be acceptable for 
matching funds.  The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should 
therefore be rejected by the Commission.  In place, please recognize organizations such as ActBlue as a viable manner 
in which a citizen can participate in our democracy.


 
Thank you.



mailto:bdjimopoulos@optonline.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: kjmilleryork@comcast.net


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: ActBlue and Matching Funds
Date: 12/13/2007 11:33 AM


  I have made numerous individual donations through the ActBlue system 
and believe that these donations should be treated as such for the 
purpose of funds matching.
 
  ActBlue is used to make it easier for individuals to donate to the 
candidate of their choice. As both the intention and effect is no different 
than mailing a donation direct to the candidate please allow these funds to 
be matched.
 
sincerely,
Kevin Miller



mailto:kjmilleryork@comcast.net

mailto:mdove@fec.gov






From: peloquin@mchsi.com


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject:
Date: 12/13/2007 11:33 AM


Dear Federal Election Committee Profesional,


 


I am very sorry indeed to hear of your ruling that contributions 
made to John Edwards via ActBlue won't get Federal Matching 
Funds. I think this is unjust and not in keeping with the spirit, if 
not the letter, of Federal election law. When I made my 
contributions to ActBlue, I conformed to standards that were 
identical to those for contributions to John Edwards in 2004 - 
when contributions were not processed by ActBlue. My name, 
address, and other contact information, my employment status, 
the fact that the funds contributed were from my own earnings, 
that I was not a Federal contractor, etc were all part of the 
public record of my contributions. All the information needed to 
tell if my contribution was legitimate was collected by the 
website.


 


I most certainly hope that the fact that ActBlue is a site serving 
progressive candidates would have nothing to do with what I 
believe is an unfair ruling by the FEC. Given the extremely 
politicized nature of our present Executive branch, I have 
serious concerns that the FEC may be expressing political bias. 
I'm sure this troubling suspicion is shared by many others. 
Surely, the FEC as a putatively nonpartisan body was created to 
guard against corruption, not to further it. If it is the later, 
eventually we will all suffer for it, though those caught 
being involved in furthering the corruption should suffer more 



mailto:peloquin@mchsi.com

mailto:mdove@fec.gov





direct legal consequences.


 


Sincerely, 


 


John J. Peloquin


7608 Hampshire Dr. NE


Cedar Rapids, IA 52402








From: carol barnes


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:33 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
carol barnes


Berkeley, CA 94705


 
Comment: I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual credit card contributions made online 
through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be remove obstacles for presidential candidates to 
participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embrace new technologies and grassroots financing of 
presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers to 
participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:drcarolbarnes@earthlink.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Nancy Winneroski


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 09:16 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Nancy Winneroski


Escanaba, MI 49829


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:jwinner@lighthouse.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Stan Bozarth


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: FW: Matching Funds for this Presidential Election
Date: 12/13/2007 11:35 AM


 
Subject: Matching Funds for this Presidential Election 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen of the Commission,
 
I strongly urge to act immediately to free up matching funds for any 
candidate who has chosen the bold and appropriate step to be 
funded by the citizenry rather than powerful special interests.  
 
Specifically, I strongly urge you to quickly and appropriately match 
the funds raised by candidate John Edwards and to not let his 
campaign falter because of your inability or unwillingness to act.  
 
Thank you for your kind attention. 
 
Stanley Bozarth
1310 Legacy Lane
Wilmington, NC 284aa



mailto:stanbozarth@bellsouth.net

mailto:mdove@fec.gov






From: Dennis Call


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 09:21 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Dennis Call


SHELBYVILLE, KY 40065


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:sv@liquorworldky.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Edward Corcoran


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:31 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Edward Corcoran


East Lansing, MI 48823


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:ed.corcoran@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Joe Szott


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:32 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Joe Szott


Lafayette, CO 80026


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:jszott@comcast.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Chad Lupkes


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:32 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Chad Lupkes


Seattle, WA 98125


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:chadlupkes@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Davis, David L


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 11:33 AM


Dear Commission,
 
I use Act Blue to assist me in making small individual contributions to candidates of 
my choice. It is clear to me that the funds are sent to a specific candidate, and that 
any money used to defray Act Blue’s administrative costs is not part of the political 
donation. Furthermore, I never made a political contribution until Act Blue made it 
easy by providing this service. Individual involvement in politics is the heart of 
democracy. For this reason I urge you to determine that Act Blue contributions 
should apply toward federal matching funds. Thank you.
 
David L. Davis, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of History
North Harris College
2700 W. W. Thorne Drive
Houston, Texas 77073-3499
ACAD 264-G
281-618-5543
281-618-5591 (fax)
 



mailto:David.L.Davis@nhmccd.edu

mailto:mdove@fec.gov






From: David Weingart


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:27 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
David Weingart


Barrington, NH 03825


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


ActBlue is a service that matches small-dollar donors to candidates. I fail to see how a donation through ActBlue 
should be treated any differently than a contribution through the candidate's own website. 


It's illogical, and the Commission should reject the Draft argument. The same reasoning should apply to any other 
similar services to ActBlue, of any political persuasion.


Thank you.


David Weingart



mailto:dweingart@pobox.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Susan Krauss


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:28 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Susan Krauss


lake Hill, NY 12448


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:kraussdesign@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Sarah Osmer DiMattina


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 09:06 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Sarah Osmer DiMattina


Baltimore, MD 21211


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:sarahosmer@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Terry Babb


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 08:45 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Terry Babb


Wellsboro, PA 16901


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Perhaps this is not the correct forum to bring about such change FOR DEMOCRACY. But I can tell you that change will 
come. The people grow tired of "same-old same-old" in politics, particularly in the area of campaigns and how only the 
rich through massive money and powerful position hold sway in campaigns, elections, and government in general while 
folks just getting by can't seem to pool their money to make a difference. As I said... that may be now; however, 
change is coming. We will take this country back! 


FOR NOW... Please allow grass roots politics to thrive. Please allow matching funds through grass roots PACs like 
ActBlue.


 
Thank you.


Terry V Babb



mailto:terry.babb@att.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Douglas Ramsdell


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Proposed FEC regulation on matching funds
Date: 12/13/2007 08:55 AM


Dear Ms Dove:


I'm writing (as a taxpayer, a voter, and an 'ordinary American') to  
tell you that the reported FEC intent to hold that ActBlue  
contributions are not matchable, is wrong wrong wrong.


I am strongly in favor of publicly financed elections and an expanded  
FEC role therein. I am also in favor of groups like ActBlue, to which  
I have contributed, because they are an efficient way of channeling  
small contributions (such as mine) to the candidates and political  
movements of my choice.


I believe the public's role in political campaigns should be  
enlarged, not reduced, which is what the FEC's draft proposal would  
do. ActBlue contributions MUST be matchable by public funds, in order  
to make the public's voice stronger.


I hope you will ensure the FEC acts to make the public's voice  
stronger in our election system!


Thank you.


Doug Ramsdell
New York NY



mailto:dugsdale@verizon.net

mailto:mdove@fec.gov






From: Betty Vierra


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 08:59 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Betty Vierra


Aptos, CA 95003


 
Comment: Dear FEC,


I am sending this message through the John Edwards website. Please, please let the funds we have donated through 
ActBlue be matched by public funding. Many of us who donate are of moderate means, myself included; we support public 
financing. Please listen to us. Thank you.


Here is the message that was on the site that gives the details: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-
31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual credit card contributions made online 
through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.


Betty Vierra



mailto:nanaapple@peoplepc.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Tim Allport


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 09:01 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Tim Allport


Littleton, CO 80127


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:tallport@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Rob Spirko


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31: ActBlue draft opinion
Date: 12/13/2007 11:27 AM


Dear Madam Secretary:


I was writing to encourage you to reject the draft opinion about the role of 
ActBlue as a political action committee.  It seems clear to me from my 
reading 
on the issue that ActBlue functions more as a conduit than a decision-making 
body that directs donations in particular ways, which is the gist of what a 
PAC does.  By being a neutral conduit for partisan contributions, it seems 
only to facilitate small donors and thus encourage more individual 
participation in the electoral process.  Any developments that put the 
political process more in the hands of individual citizens should be 
encouraged.  The effect of ruling against ActBlue will be chilling for all 
political parties.


Thank you,


--------------------------------------
Reader, 
We had a lovely language.
We would not listen.
          --- James Wright
--------------------------------------
Robert C. Spirko
Department of English
University of Tennessee
rspirko@utk.edu
--------------------------------------



mailto:rspirko@utk.edu

mailto:mdove@fec.gov






From: Barbara Blohn


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 07:45 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Barbara Blohn


Council Bluffs, IA 51501


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit my individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online through ActBlue - to be 
matched under the Matching Fund Act. 


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing disincentives for presidential 
candidates to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and 
grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect 
new barriers to participation in matching funds. 


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards 2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the 
contribution from my personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The contribution page I used was 
exactly the same as the contribution page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same safeguards 
and disclaimers. 


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards for President web site are readily matchable. Why 
should my online contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much 
less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:bblohn@qwest.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Susan Norton


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 08:15 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Susan Norton


Mc Cormick, SC 29835-5211


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit my individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online through ActBlue - to be 
matched under the Matching Fund Act. 


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing disincentives for presidential 
candidates to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and 
grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect 
new barriers to participation in matching funds. 


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards 2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the 
contribution from my personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The contribution page I used was 
exactly the same as the contribution page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same safeguards 
and disclaimers. 


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards for President web site are readily matchable. Why 
should my online contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much 
less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Making the donation online provides me with the ability to know that I am giving to the campaign.  A telepone call can 
be from anyone and I do not like giving money over the phone.


With the country in the state it is in, why question the online donations.  These are individuals who have given all 
the information requested.  The people need to take back this country and this way of funding elections is very 
important.  



mailto:nortondsd@wctel.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Abad Mian


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 08:15 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Abad Mian


Mahwah, NJ 07430


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate'❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:abadmian@jhu

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Patt, Joseph


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 08:39 AM


 
 
To whom it may concern:
 
I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31, which I believe 
should be rejected.
 
The clear intent public finance law is to reduce the influence of wealthy special 
interests and other corrupting forces on our political system.
 
Disallowing the matching of low dollar contributions just because they were made 
through a payment process that doubles as a political organization runs contrary to 
the intent of the law.
 
In fact, if the FEC were to bar the matching of such funds, it would actually 
increase the relative importance of wealthy special interests and other corrupting 
forces on our political system.
 
Nothing in the draft advisory opinion speaks to this issue. Instead, it relies on a 
very narrow and technical reading of the rules and regulations of the FEC. 
Moreover, if the commission were block matching of these funds, the commission 
itself would appear to be actively influencing a current presidential campaign, 
weakening public confidence in the commission.
 
Therefore, I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual 
credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the 
Matching Fund Act.
 
Thank you.
 
Joseph Patt
585 West End Avenue
Apt 4A
New York, NY 10024



mailto:joseph.patt@citi.com

mailto:'mdove@fec.gov'






From: Bill Painter


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:04 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Bill Painter


Evans City , PA 16033


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you,


Bill Painter



mailto:wpp7064@sru.edu
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From: Dina Johnson


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:05 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Dina Johnson


Seattle, WA 98106


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
Please DO NOT classify ActBlue as a PAC. 


I have donated many times to candidates through this system, expecting my contribution to be counted as one from me as 
an INDIVIDUAL.


ActBlue does not lobby - it provides a convenient way for individuals to participate in political funding. Please do 
not put up further obstacles to that. 


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.~Dina Lydia Johnson



mailto:dinalydia@yahoo.com
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From: Kathleen Heytink


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:06 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Kathleen Heytink


Fair Lawn, NJ 07410


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing and someone who has donated to candidates through ActBlue, I believe the Commission 
should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission 
should be embracing new technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other 
hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate'❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:topkat@cyber-kat.com
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From: Christopher Woods


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:06 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Christopher Woods


Des Moines, IA 50311


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate'❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


ActBlue allows for any American to act as a bundler and encourage his or her friends to donate money in a simple format 
online--and generally in small-dollar amounts.  ActBlue, while a PAC, simply provides a system that any American can 
use.  Participatory democracy is contingent upon features like this.  The folks contributing on this site have a strong 
desire to have their funds matched via public financing provided by the FEC.


 
Thank you.



mailto:christopherdwoods@gmail.com
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From: Bora Zivkovic


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:01 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Bora Zivkovic


Chapel Hill, NC 27516


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:Coturnix@gmail.com
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From: Jeremy Kalin


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 11:01 AM


Minnesota House of Representatives
State Representative Jeremy Kalin
District 17B, Chisago County


Energy Policy and Finance Division
Transportation Finance Division
Public Safety Policy, Vice Chair
Government Operations Reform, Technology and Elections


December 13, 2007


Commission Secretary 
Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, NW
Washington, DC 20463


Rosemary C. Smith
Associate General Councel
Office of General Councel
Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, NW
Washington DC 20463


        Re: Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31


Dear Chairman Lenhard:


I write to you concerning the Federal Election Commission (FEC) Draft
Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I believe the spirit and intent of the
relevant rule, 11 CFR 9034.3, including subd. (f), is to encourage the
involvement of small-amount individual donors.


As a member of the Minnesota House of Representatives, and a member of
the House Government Operations Reform, Technology and Elections
Committee, I bring a unique perspective to the value of small-amount,
individual campaign contributors. As you probably know, Minnesota’s
Political Contribution Rebate (PCR) program encourages small-amount
donations by allowing every Minnesota voter a once-a-year rebate for
political contributions to candidates for constitutional office, with a
maximum $50 rebate per person, per year. This donation is in essence a
6-week loan that is repaid by the State of Minnesota upon their PCR
application.


To participate in the PCR program, the candidate must sign a public
subsidy agreement and limit campaign expenditures to approximately
$32,000 for a State House. Further, contributions from Political Action
Committees, large donors (above $250, with a maximum of $500 per person)
and other lobbyists are limited to 20% of the spending limit. These
rigorous spending limits encourage candidates to focus on positive,
issue-oriented campaigns. With limited resources, negative attacks are
generally not rewarded by voters as much as substantive discussion.


The benefit of the small-donor PCR program is the engagement of a large
number of individuals who otherwise would likely not participate
directly in a political campaign. Citizens in my community and around
the state have expressed to me how much they feel invited into the
political process. Literally hundreds of new donors who supported me in
my campaigns now help keep me accountable in the Legislature; though I
am a Democrat, this group includes life-long Republicans and those who
have never affiliated with a particular political party.


As I like to say, if anyone should own candidates and elected officials,
the people should.


Short of a public financing system with a level playing field between
candidates regardless of the depth of their own pockets, we have an
obligation to support, via statute, rule and administrative opinion, a
system that encourages and welcomes small-amount individual donors.


As you know, FEC policy and regulations must conform to the unambiguous
intent of federal election law. I believe that individual contributions
to Presidential candidates made using PACs as responsible, legal fiscal
conduits should be matchable pursuant to the Federal Matching Payment



mailto:rep.jeremy.kalin@house.mn

mailto:mdove@fec.gov





Act. Holding otherwise, as contemplated in the Draft Opinion, will
confuse voters, ignore the clear intent of the law, and arbitrarily and
capriciously abridge citizens' First Amendment rights. 


Using third party conduits to legally, efficiently, and inexpensively
process credit card transactions is a fact of life in today's economic
and political marketplace. The US Supreme Court has held the right to
make political contributions is constitutionally protected under the
First Amendment. Allowing voters to use credit cards to contribute to
campaigns via websites and other methods has given a voice to millions
of citizens otherwise removed from the political process. 


American political campaigns stand at a crossroads. Even with
McCain-Feingold campaign finance reform laws, the 20th cwith an alarming influence of large-money donors and special 
interest
PACs. The 21st century has opened with the slowly-growing rumble of an
active and engaged grassroots citizenry, paying attention like nothing
we’ve seen in generations.


Candidates at all levels and of all stripes increasing rely on the
support of small-amount individual donors. Governor Howard Dean’s 2004
presidential campaign shocked the nation by raising the majority of his
$41 million through small donations, contributed via the internet.
Republican Congressman Ron Paul’s supporters contributed a stunning $4.2
million in one day, nearly entirely online, catapulted his campaign from
historical footnote to serious contention.


Much like Minnesota’s PCR program, the purpose of the Matching Payment
Act was to open up the political process and encourage civic
participation, not to arbitrarily segregate and discriminate against
certain contributors based solely on the type of widely accepted
financial transaction method they chose. Indeed, such segregation and
discrimination will confuse voters and chill political speech and
contributions. 


Please keep the process open. Honor the intent of the law. Carve out an
exception for these entities that treats legal individual contributors
legally regardless of the specific payment mechanism.


Sincerely,


Jeremy Kalin
State Representative


--------


Jeremy Kalin
State Representative - 17B
sign up for my email updates at www.house.mn/17b


Contact me at the Capitol:
Rep.Jeremy.Kalin@House.mn
651.296.5377
579 State Office Building
100 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive
St. Paul MN 55155


Contact me at home:
11629 Loftman Trail
North Branch, MN 55056
651-257-9861
Jeremy@Kalin.com








From: Joseph/Lee Yetter


Reply To: lee@yetter.us


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Please reject Draft Opinion 2007-31 and approve Draft A for Opinion 2007-27
Date: 12/13/2007 11:02 AM


ActBlue is legitimate, grass-roots, and transparent. I  urge the Commission 
to reject Draft Opinion 2007-31 and approve Draft A for Opinion 2007-27. 
  
Respectfully,  
Joseph Yetter, Allyn WA 


Be a better friend, newshound, and know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it 
now.
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From: Lynn Blank


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:56 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Lynn Blank


Reston, VA 20190


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:lynnieblank@cs.com
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From: Oakland


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Act Blue: Approve Draft A for Opinion 2007-27 & Reject Draft Opinion 2007-31.
Date: 12/13/2007 10:57 AM


Technology has transformed the terrain for campaign finance regulation, 
and has consistently taken an approach which encourages innovative 
efforts to encourage grassroots political activity through the Internet.  For 
those efforts to continue, I urge the Commission to reject Draft 
Opinion 2007-31 and approve Draft A for Opinion 2007-27.  
 
ActBlue is a conduit for individual contributor preferences, to track and 
aggregate small-dollar contributors.  It asserts no control over the 
recipients of its funds; the site's only criteria is that the recipient be a 
Democrat. It fulfills FECA's anticorruption goals by reporting contributors' 
names, addresses, employers, and occupations to campaign, which in turn 
provide that information to the Commission as is legally required.  
 
There is no conceivable purpose for campaign finance law that would be 
served by treating the ActBlue contributions as not-matchable under the 
law, as ActBlue presents none of the concerns articulated by the groups 
otherwise covered by 11 CFR 9034.3(f), and for these purposes is more 
akin to a credit card processor than any other entity.  This is technology 
being used to encourage small-dollar contributions which are at the heart 
of reforming our campaign system, and to treat it as "dirty money" seems 
ludicrous.  Nothing distinguishes these from any other small-dollar 
contributions other than the website through which they were sent.  The 
Commission should reject the draft opinion and allow the Edwards 
campaign to seek matching funds for contributions transmitted by ActBlue. 
 
Of all the campaigns, Edwards is the only one accepting public money and 
refusing money from PACs.  For you to further
undermine his efforts to run a "clean campaign" would be counter to the 
goals you attempt to meet.   
 
 
 



mailto:dk.oakland@gmail.com
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From: Melissa Figueiredo


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 10:59 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Melissa Figueiredo


Alexandria, VA 22301


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
There is no way that I (or a campaign) could have known that my contributions were ineligible to be matched.  As this 
is a decision after the fact, the FEC should allow it. Then the laws should be updated to recognize newer technology 
and grassroots campaign techniques. 


I would like to make the following two points:  (1) The FEC allows credit card contributions made directly to a 
compaign to be matched; and (2) ActBlue is not a PAC in the usual sense of someone giving money to their corporate or 
union and allowing that organization to determine which candidate gets the aggregated contributions.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
Thank you.


 



mailto:mif2@comcast.net
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From: Shelby Vargo


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:01 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Shelby Vargo


North Charleston, SC 29405


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.


Shelby Vargo



mailto:sgvargo@knology.net
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From: Pat Mitcham


To: MDove@fec.gov


Subject: on line contributions
Date: 12/13/2007 11:17 AM


I have used on line contribution for two presidential cycles.  It is easy, convenient 
and should certainly count when deciding matching funds.  I send to various 
candidates and this is the easiest way there is.  ActBlue was the latest venue I 
used.  I used to use snail mail, but online is quicker.  
 
Patricia Mitcham
Huntsville AL
 



mailto:pmitcham@knology.net
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From: Perry Dorrell


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 11:17 AM


I urge the Commission to reject Draft Opinion 2007-31 and approve Draft 
A for Opinion 2007-27. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Perry C. Dorrell aka "PDiddie" 
Brains and Eggs  



mailto:pdiddie@gmail.com
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From: Cario, Gasper


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 11:17 AM


I write in support of Draft A for opinion 2007-27.  Actblue is a conduit for flexibility 
of contributions.  Individuals are trying to speak to the government that has failed 
to listen.  Individuals are thrying to support candidates that are addressing their 
concerns.  Actblue is a tool for individual citizens to find like minded candidates 
and contribute accordingly.  These tools on both the liberal and conservative side 
should be supported and encouraged.
This is a clear a case as any of reformers accomplishing via technology 
what law alone cannot do: leveling the playing field between moneyed 
interests and small-dollar contributors by allowing anyone to become a 
"bundler", and to allow such contributors to have visual, real-time 
confirmation of their impact upon the process.  In the same way that the 
public financing system itself is designed to encourage and magnify the 
impact of small-dollar contributions, ActBlue facilitates those contributions 
occurring in the first place.  
 
Thank you for your attention in this matter,
 
Gasper Cario
Oxford, Michigan
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From: charlie amacher


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: ActBlue and matching donations
Date: 12/13/2007 11:18 AM


As a citizen who occasionally uses the ActBlue website to contribute to the 
candidates of my choice I would hope that your commission would choose a rule 
interpretation that would not penalize my candidates, by denying them federal 
matching funds, because of my chosen conduit of contribution. 
  
Sincerely,  
  
Charles Amacher 
 


Get the power of Windows + Web with the new Windows Live. Get it now! 
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From: Dave Martin


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:14 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Dave Martin


Iowa City, IA 52240


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:dndmartin1@mchsi.com
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From: Arthur Benson


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Matching Contributions to ActBlue
Date: 12/13/2007 11:14 AM


Dear Ms. Dove,


        With all due respect, I disagree with the FEC's overly 
legalistic interpretation of the law.  As one who gives many small 
donations, under $50, to candidates around the nation, using the 
convenient ActBlue as a vehicle, I wold expect that our laws 
governing matching contributions would encourage, not discourage, 
such non-centralized and grassroots contributions.  If one goal of 
matching contributions is to democratize running for office by 
discouraging large contributions, ActBlue serves this purpose 
perfectly.  Denying matching status to ActBlue will only drive more 
money to bundlers and candidates to large, influence-seeking 
contributors.


                Thank you, Arthur Benson


-- 
Important Information Below


Arthur Benson
Arthur Benson and Associates
P.O. Box 119007
Kansas City, MO 64171


816-531-6565 ext 100
816-531-6688 (fax)
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From: Shelly Clements


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: FEC Regulation 11 CFR 9034.3(f)
Date: 12/13/2007 11:16 AM


Dear Ms. Dove,
 
It amazes me, that in this age of rapid, ever changing technology, there's a 
need to persuade the FEC to allow ActBlue to act as a conduit for donors 
outside of a union or not working for a corporation to make contributions to 
union or corporate PACs, as well as allowing ActBlue to act as an 
intermediary to collect such money from members/employees. 
 
I was born in the '50's and grew up in a time when America was the leader 
of innovation and technological advancement. Now, I watch my country's 
timidity as it deliberates and ponders the ramifications of a blatantly 
obvious technological advancement that was not available at the time of 
11 CFR 9034.3(f) regulation's crafting or implementation. Given these 
times, strict application of this regulation is inappropriate and regressive -- 
and does not foster the innovative and courageous technological spirit that 
has been the hallmark of America.
 
I sincerely ask that you consider how your decision will advance or stymie 
American technological advancement in the 21st Century.
 
Yours Truly,
 
Shelly Clements
3770 Via Verdi
Richmond, CA 94803


Never miss a thing. Make Yahoo your homepage. 
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From: Sharon Ardinger


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:17 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Sharon Ardinger


Dallas, TX 75230


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.
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From: Kevin  Ballie


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:11 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Kevin  Ballie


Bronx, NY 10463


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.
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From: Demos Markos


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:11 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Demos Markos


Bellingham, WA 98226


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.
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From: Robert Hudson


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 11:12 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Robert Hudson


Orlando, FL 32803


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.
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